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LEGISLATION AND MORALS

What the average legislator knows of true moral precept
could be expressed in exceeding few words What he does

not know would require volumes to explain His actual
lack of knowledge on this important subject could bo ex¬

pressed iin one word but it would bo a difHcult matter to

convince him
It may be conceded that in matters of legislation he may

want to do right and fair and may even strive to be just
as far as he knows how in so framing legislation as to
establish lines of equity apparently for all classes of people
and to suit all shades of opinion Only a limited knowl ¬

edge or a lack of proper understanding would in such
CUBes prevent the objective sought

Kentucky has some excellent laws on her statute books

and site has some laws that are notJs a general thing the
laws of Kentucky strive towards impartiality in matters
ofreligion but it is evident that preachers have got in their
work while the members of the General Assembly were un ¬

suspecting or too utterly indifferent to give strict attention
to what was being done

Some years ago by special enactment the General As¬

sembly established State Normal School at Frankfort
the seat of government to advance the cause of education
among the colored citizens Proper appropriations were
made for its support and maintenance and the State by a

clause in the act creating it undertook to regulate and
prescribe the particular kind of morality that should be
taught thereinIISection 5790 of Russells Statutes of Kentucky or Sec¬

tion 45i2 of the Carroll edition reads
No religious tenets shall be taught in sid Normal

School but a high standard of Christian morality shall
bo observed in its management and so far as practicable
shall be inculcated in the minds of the pupils

In that section the fine Italian hand is plainly visible It
is a straddle It denies and affirms in the same breath
It was intended at an attempt at being fair but the effort
got left on a side track That it fooled the whole General
Assembly enacting it is morally certain The evident
sham at being liberal forced the clause through without

scrutinyIf
tenets are not to be taught why the incul ¬

cation of Christian morality 1 Can that which purports
to be Christian morality be inculcated without rcligiot
tenets 1 Is not all that is implied by Christian morality
composed of religious tenets 1 And why the expression

high standard of Christian morality Are there differ ¬

ent degrees in Christian moral precepts 1 Cant there bo a

low standard of Christian morality 1 If not what is meant
by a high standard 1 Must not Christian nloralty whatever
it may be or mean be of one quality or can it bo subjected
to high and low grades and still ho called Christian I t
would be instructive and interesting to know what is the
highest standard of Christian morality and what is the

lowest Better still would be an explanation of what is
really Christian morality

The evident intent of the legislative mind was to provcur
religious instruction as such in an educational institution
supported wholly by the State and being fooled by the ite
of the word morality they overlooked the adjective mid

let it go unmindful of time contradiction it uttered l y
using the term Christian morality are we to infer tint
there is a morality that is not Christian It looks Ifir wry
and wo would be justified in such an inference It old
appear as an effort to distinguish Christian morality from
any and all other kinds of morality and in fwv jf the
injunction against religious tenets being taught to advance
Christian morality at the expense of true morality

Scientificallyconsidered there is no such thing as
Christian morality Christianity is piety gone mad Mor ¬

alityis that which produces the greatest possible happiness
to the greatest possible numbers irrespective of any relivirriis
pretension or profession Morality needs no religious
prop If the Kentucky General Assembly had ptrsed
the wisdom and courage to have erased the word Chris
inn from the section of the statutes quoted it would him
answered every public purpose and would be all sufficient
for what wits really intended

The principal business of professional piety is to coin golden

guineas of blood and suffering
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